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Abstract:
This article analyzes the opportunities and risks of data driven education technologies (ed tech). It discusses
the deployment of data technologies by education institutions to enhance student performance, evaluate teachers, improve education techniques, customize programs, devise financial assistance plans, and better leverage
scarce resources to assess and optimize education results. Critics fear ed tech could introduce new risks of
privacy infringements, narrowcasting and discrimination, fueling the stratification of society by channeling “winners” to a “Harvard track” and “losers” to a “bluer collar” track; and overly limit the right to fail, struggle and
learn through experimentation. The article argues that together with teachers, parents and students, schools
and vendors must establish a trust framework to facilitate the adoption of data driven ed tech. Enhanced
transparency around institutions’ data use philosophy and ethical guidelines, and novel methods of data “featurization,” will achieve far more than formalistic notices and contractual legalese.
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The rapid rise, and startling demise, of inBloom, the high flying, richly financed, foundation backed education
technology (ed tech) interoperability solution, bears an important lesson for education policymakers who grapple with balancing big data innovation and privacy and security concerns. 85 Disruptive education technologies
promising innovative value propositions for schools, parents and students cannot rely on formulaic compliance
mechanisms and legal minutiae to allay public angst around data use.86 In fact, legal technicalities, including
longwinded privacy notices and dense terms of contract, may send out the wrong message. If vendors are
regarded as being motivated to misuse or sell student information rather than to serve their users with the
highest quality educational services, there is little hope for ed tech. Indeed, even with the raging privacy backlash, there was no evidence that inBloom committed any privacy or security violation at all – no data breach,
no monetization of student information, no unexpected repurposing of data. Yet this did not stop ed tech critics
and parent groups from accusing it of malfeasance ranging from selling children’s information to downright
identity theft.87
To embrace ed tech innovation, schools and vendors must engender an environment of trust and a culture of
ethical data use. When stakeholders, including teachers, parents and students, are presented with the value
proposition and understand the philosophy around institutions’ data management, the flames of dissent will
greatly subside. This is why the escalating drumbeat of calls for legislative reform, including more than 100
education privacy bills pending in state legislatures, 88 as well as for tighter contractual obligations, 89 while
important, will not solve the problem. To be sure, schools and vendors must comply with laws and existing
privacy regulation, but as we explain in A Theory of Creepy,90 social norms are rarely established by regulatory
fiat, and laws that fail to reflect techno-social reality do not fare well in the real world. We write that “Part of
the problem lies in the incongruity between the availability of digital information about individuals and the
opacity of the purposes, uses, and intentions of those accessing such information.“91 To reduce parents’ anxiety
and teachers’ dissent to ed tech solutions, schools must first figure out and articulate their data use philosophy
and convey it to relevant stakeholders. As many businesses have learned firsthand, in an area as fraught with
social sensitivities and frequent misperceptions as privacy, legal compliance does not make up for a lack of
coherent policy vision.

Changes in education
Ed tech is revolutionizing learning environments from K-12 to higher education, from apps for toddlers to
massive online open courses (MOOCs).92 Online educational resources and interactive tools experience hockey
stick growth; new social media platforms emerge, connecting teachers, parents and students and providing
tools for engagement, learning and class administration; and cloud platforms provide opportunities for cost
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efficient and secure data storage, interoperability and collaboration. Student performance data is driving nextgeneration models of learning and measurements for teacher effectiveness; and connected learning is fast
becoming a path for access and academic achievement. Information and data are flowing within schools and
beyond, enabling a new learning environment and providing much needed analytics to understand and improve
the way teachers teach and students learn.
Ed tech
According to Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, student data holds the promise of providing educators with
a roadmap for reform: “[Data] tells us where we are, where we need to go, and who is most at risk.”93 The
Department of Education has identified using student data systems to help students and improve education as
a top national priority.94 Data driven ed tech innovation provides education institutions with robust tools to
improve teaching and instructional methods; diagnose students’ strengths and weaknesses and adjust materials
and approaches for individual learners; and identify at-risk students so teachers and counsellors can intervene.
At the same time, critics fear the emergence of novel risks of privacy infringements, narrowcasting and discrimination, fuelling the stratification of society by channelling “winners” to a “Harvard track” and “losers” to a
“bluer collar” track; and overly limiting the right to fail, struggle and learn through experimentation.
Ed tech comprises an ever-expanding group of technologies, product suites, apps, cloud platforms and social
networks, which attempt to augment, and in some cases replace, traditional education administration and
content delivery systems. They include learning management systems like Blackboard and Moodle, which provide an infrastructure for teacher management and distribution of course content; digital content and open
educational resources, starting with Wikipedia entries and culminating with the full fledged curricula of MOOCs;
specialized social media platforms, such as Edmodo, which enable interaction between teachers, parents and
students as well as content distribution and management of class assignments; and adaptive learning optimization platforms, such as Knewton, which effectively “read” students even as students read and work through
problems, tailoring individualized content and assignments to student capabilities and allowing for continual
assessment of students’ skills, shortcomings and strengths through dynamic, interactive dashboards.
inBloom
InBloom was designed to improve and standardize the connection among widely varied education applications.
It allowed schools to centrally store student data in an encrypted, cloud-based system that educators could
access to collect data from a variety of third-party vendors. In its mission statement, it promised to “solve a
common technology issue facing school districts today: the inability of electronic instructional tools used in
classrooms to work in coordination with (or ‘talk to’) one another.” Financed by a $100 million grant from the
Gates Foundation and Carnegie Corporation, it engaged school districts in seven states, with Louisiana and
New York later joining on a state-wide basis. By 2014, it managed information on millions of children around
the country in K-12 schools.95
Unfortunately for inBloom, it became a lightning rod for education reform opponents who portrayed it as a
cavalier experiment in children’s data.96 It raised difficult questions about the reliance of the education sector
on commercial vendors and deployment of big data techniques in an area fraught with concerns about children’s

93 Arne Duncan, Robust Data Gives Us The Roadmap to Reform, Fourth Annual IES Research Conference, June 8, 2009, available at
http://www2.ed.gov/news/speeches/2009/06/06082009.html.
94 United States Department of Education, Use of Education Data at the Local Level: From Accountability to Instructional Improvement,
2010, available at http://www2.ed.gov/rschstat/eval/tech/use-of-education-data/use-of-education-data.pdf.
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futures. It brought to the fore weighty policy choices, which required sophisticated technology leadership and
policy articulation. This eventually led states to backpedal from signed transactions, culminating in the initiative’s premature implosion.97
InBloom’s demise demonstrates the risks inherent in the divisive policy debates raging around ed tech. On the
one hand, education reformers seek to revolutionize schools by introducing standardized testing and tools for
performance measurement and analysis. They argue that technology and data empower teachers to improve
their skills and provide critical feedback about what is or is not working for individual students, classes and
schools. On the other hand, education traditionalists claim that education reform should be focused on increasing teachers’ pay, hiring subject matter experts and keeping class size small.98 They warn that ed tech leans in
the opposite direction, repositioning teachers as factory line workers who are scored based on student throughput and substituting a preoccupation with test preparation for a culture of learning. 99 The debate continues
with reformers claiming that, to the contrary, under the current system, students are treated like widgets while
ed tech enables personalization and individual attention to students’ unique needs.
The conflation of concerns around privacy and big data with debates about the structure of public education
has been counterproductive. In order to facilitate a level-headed discussion of the policy issues arising from
the introduction of ed tech into schools, privacy and data security problems should be disentangled from
broader education policy debates.

Privacy concerns
Schools have always relied on broad scale collection and use of students’ data, aggregating information about
students’ attendance, grades, disciplinary records, medical conditions, socio economic backgrounds and
more.100 But in reality, education has long been data rich and information poor, collecting information but
storing it in formats and silos that made it inaccessible and inactionable. Now, ed tech innovations are making
it possible to analyse student data to inform individual and systemic decisions, affecting the delivery of curricula,
allocation of resources and accountability. As recognized by the Obama Administration’s May 2014 report on
data and privacy, “Students and their families need robust protection against current and emerging harms, but
they also deserve access to the learning advancements enabled by technology that promise to empower all
students to reach their full potential.”101 This part sets forth the main privacy concerns for ed tech reformers.
Third party vendors
Ed tech critics condemn schools for sharing student data with commercial technology vendors. 102 They raise a
plethora of concerns ranging from inadequate security controls to monetization of children’s information. According to a recent report by the Fordham School of Law’s Centre on Law and Information Policy, school vendor
contracts with cloud service providers frequently fail to impose data governance and security obligations required under the law.103
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To be sure, when working with technology vendors, schools cannot be allowed to abdicate their legal responsibilities toward students’ privacy.104 Yet, simply amending vendor contracts and complying with technical data
management obligations will do little to advance an environment of trust. Instead, schools must better communicate their data philosophy, why they seek to engage various vendors and what are their information-driven
goals. Effective communication cannot be achieved through traditional privacy notices. As the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology recently remarked, “Only in some fantasy world do users actually
read these notices and understand their implications before clicking to indicate their consent.” 105 Rather, data
policies must feature front and centre on school board agendas, debated in town hall meetings and discussed
in open fora among administrators, principals, teachers and parents.
Commercialization
The use of student data for commercial activities is clearly of concern to parents.106 Yet opinions differ with
respect to what constitutes legitimate commercial activity in schools.107 Some anti-marketing voices oppose
exposing children to any commercial content, regardless of whether their personal data is used. They would
restrict placing billboards or branding merchandise in school cafeterias or playing fields or serving generalized,
non-targeted ads on an online school blog. Others are specifically alarmed by commercial uses of children’s
data, regardless of whether those children are presented with ads. They oppose vendors’ use of student information to enhance and improve existing products and services, including education related offerings that could
benefit those students’ schools.
Many forms of commercialization exist between these two categories. Most observers agree that targeting
students with personalized ads or selling their information to third parties is inappropriate. Yet many schools
have a decades-long history providing data to yearbook publishers, school photographers, class ring and spiritwear vendors. And what about marketing new education products or services to students based on their previous performance, for example, recommending an advanced grammar app after a student completes the
beginner app? Or leveraging lessons from students’ interaction with a product or service app in order to improve
another non-education related product or service offered by the same vendor? Clearly, schools acting in concert
with relevant stakeholders should debate these questions transparently to form a coherent approach.
More generally, critics fear the growing role of business in education. Warning that technology could turn
classrooms into showrooms, they point out that companies that once sold textbooks and testing have now
become market leaders in an “industry of learning.” Indeed, for-profit MOOCs like Coursera and Udacity have
become education institutions in their own right, threatening the traditional business model of non-profit colleges and universities.108 Increasingly, the debate is focused on whether technology has begun to usurp, or at
least transform, roles traditionally fulfilled by teachers and schools.
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Big data concerns
The use of data analysis for measurement and optimization inevitably unmasks truths that may be uncomfortable to some, but invaluable for others. 109 Prestigious schools may be exposed as underachievers, university
acceptance criteria as systematically biased, and children across their nation as underperforming their peers in
other parts of the world.110
Big data analysis stokes fear of discrimination and social stratification. Data analytics can render discrimination
difficult to weed out, by hiding discriminatory intent behind multiple layers of masks and proxies. 111 As the
White House recently observed in its Big Data Report, “algorithmic decisions raise the specter of ‘redlining’ in
the digital economy—the potential to discriminate against the most vulnerable classes of our society under the
guise of neutral algorithms.”112
But big data not only creates discrimination; it can also help discover it enabling legal mechanisms to react. 113
The White House Report notes, “The same big data technologies that enable discrimination can also help groups
enforce their rights. Applying correlative and data mining capabilities can identify and empirically confirm instances of discrimination and characterize the harms they caused.” 114
Enhanced personalization could create echo chambers and filter bubbles that are anathema to education’s
horizon broadening role.115 Yet, the vision of adaptive learning pioneered by companies like Knewton promises
to help individual students maximize their ability and guarantees disadvantaged learners tailor-made solutions
to help them catch up. Ed tech enthusiasts argue that the current status quo, which treats all students alike, is
flattening out the education system weighing down on high achievers and leaving struggling students behind.

A solution toolkit
Addressing ed tech policy concerns requires initial separation of disparate policy issues involving education
policy, privacy and big data. Ed tech has long suffered from a conflation of concerns around children’s privacy
with decisions that impact resource allocation among entrenched interest groups. Ed tech threatens to upend
the balance between national and local control over education, between education experts and teacher unions,
school administrators and parent groups. It stokes parents’ fears of monetization and commodification of students’ data, in ways that could impact their children’s long-term prospects for education and employment.
Some of the privacy problems can be dealt with under the existing regulatory frameworks. Clearly, vendor
contracts should be tightened to enhance school control over the purposes of data use; data security must
meet standards appropriate to the sensitivity of the data collected; and commercial uses of data outside of the
education space must be restricted to comply with the law. Educational systems and ed tech vendors should
put in place data governance mechanisms, including the appointment of a chief privacy officer, setting forth

109
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111

See Omer Tene & Jules Polonetsky, Judged by the Tin Man: Empowering Individuals in an Age of Big Data, 11 J. TELECOM. & HIGH
TECH. L. 351 (2013).
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data management policies, and introducing periodic assessments and audits to verify compliance. However,
these measures alone will not suffice to set an environment where parents, teachers and policymakers can
rationally assess the merits of new technologies and uses of data.
Transparency and Trust
Trust is key for the adoption of innovative technology in the education space. Ed tech solutions cannot succeed
if schools, teachers and parents assume that technology vendors are motivated by preying on student information. Schools and vendors will not engender trust simply by tweaking contracting practices or complying
with the legal technicalities. Teachers, parents and students cannot be expected to read, much less understand,
vendor contracts; and they will likely not be satisfied by an additional contract clause. Rather, trust will be built
by enhancing transparency into data practices to both demonstrate to the various stakeholders the benefits
and promise of data use and assuage the rampant fears raised by critics..
Schools must actively engage parents and teachers to debate and achieve consensus for a data use philosophy
and to advocate their approach to harnessing the power of data. To do so, they must first articulate such
policies themselves. As businesses have learned time and again, a proactive approach to communicating with
stakeholders about how data is being used is what distinguishes between riding the wave of data innovation
and being crushed by it. For many schools, communication with parents about data practices is limited to formal
notices and terms of use. More should be done to bring parents along.
Transparency Through Featurization
In order to understand and experience the value of ed tech, parents must have meaningful rights to access
their children’s data in a clear and usable format. This, in turn, will unleash a wave of innovation for parent,
student and teacher applications based on access to data, a process we refer to as data “featurization.”116
Featurization will allow parents to access their children’s information through dashboards and interact with it in
meaningful ways. Currently the only insight parents have to their child’s school life is a quarterly report card,
which leaves too much untold. With meaningful access to data, parents would be able to see the inner components of each grade, understand their child’s strengths and weaknesses, and engage in meaningful ways with
teachers and schools. One existing idea for featurizing data is that of a “digital backpack,” allowing students
and parents to download data in a usable format to a portable digital vault. Such as backpack would follow
students as they transition between grades and schools. It would include traditional transcript information, as
well as additional data concerning students’ assignments, attendance, behaviour patterns and proficiency
scores, providing a more holistic picture their skills and achievements and helping teachers better support their
individualized needs. Other solutions include interactive data dashboards and APIs through which parents and
students can actively engage data, enabling learning opportunities beyond the classroom and opportunities for
further enrichment and growth.
Seeking Ethical Outcomes
In a world of big data, transparency must extend beyond simple access to raw information to provide insight
into the inner working of algorithmic decision-making processes. To alleviate concerns about discreet discrimination, policymakers and parents must understand how and to what effect student data is being used. Hence,
ed tech should be accompanied by a push to disclose organizations’ decisional criteria, i.e., not necessarily the
algorithms they use but rather the factors they consider in their decision.117 One proposal to help defuse some
of the ethical dilemmas surrounding algorithmic decision-making calls for the establishment of privacy ethics
boards, modelled after the human subject review boards (IRBs) that operate in academic research institutions.

116

Omer Tene & Jules Polonetsky, Big Data for All: Privacy and User Control in the Age of Analytics, 11 Nw J. Tech & IP 239, 268 (2013).
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Ryan Calo explains, “Today, any academic researcher who would conduct experiments involving people is obligated to comply with robust ethical principles and guidelines for the protection of human subjects.” 118 He
posits that by formalizing the review of new initiatives involving consumer data, policy managers could manage
and head off regulatory risk, and more importantly, add a measure of legitimacy to the study of consumer
activity.119 A similar model could be implemented in states and school districts, to help vet ed tech projects and
enhance the transparency and accountability of automated decisions affecting students and teachers. Such
scrutiny would also help address the concerns of civil rights groups that worry that big data advances could
exacerbate bias or create new forms of discrimination.
By advancing transparency and enabling platforms for critical review, reformers can shape a system that uses
ed tech to provide students the best learning experiences that the future allows.
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